
SLINGWING V3 // QUICK START GUIDE



SLINGWING V3 FEATURES

We designed the all new Slingwing V3 to 

give you drastically more power in a given 

size. Using a smaller wing in the same wind 

provides all the advantage of the higher 

speed an increased control, with less 

weight and drag. The larger strut and LE 

diameter provide a completely rigid frame 

for big airs with tons of hangtime. A tight 

canopy cancels oscillaton and flutter to  

increases luffing performance. The V3’s 

new elongated handle system allows riders 

to perfectly place their grip for maximum 

responsiveness.

FOR COMPLETE USER INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT:

www.slingshotsports.com/slingshot-qsg
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SLINGWING V3 

2.5m - 3.5m - 4.0m - 4.5m - 5.0m - 5.5m - 6.5m - 7.5m 

The Slingwing V3 comes in and expanded range 

of 8 sizes. The one pump valve makes inflation 

quick and simple, while the added dump valve on 

the strut make deflation and packing a breeze. 

The Profile Entry Batten provides smooth 

aerodynamic shaping where the inflatable 

leading edge transitions to the wing canopy 

for efficient air flow across the wing. Light and 

tough 4x4 canopy tech material  combined with 

our Skate Scuff tough strips on the wingtips 

and LE provide increased durability all terrain 

surfaces.  Like its predecessor, the V3 features 

harness line attachment pigtails allowing you 

to use a harness for higher speeds, better tack 

angles and longer sessions.
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1. INFLATE 

Open neoprene valve cover and unscrew inflation valve cap.  

Attach pump hose (sold separately) onto inflation valve and 

pump to indicated PSI.  Squeeze one-pump clip to separate 

leading edge and strut bladders. 

2. ATTACH

 Feed the wrist loop through the wing loop on the leading edge 

and pull wrist loop through itself to complete the connection.



3. CONTROL 

  Use strut handles to power the wing and control wingtip roll.

4. DEFLATE & STORE

Unclip the one-pump valve, open the strut deflate valve and 

unscrew the inflate valve to deflate.  While inflated remember to 

weigh it down or teather it to keep it from flying away.

While not in use,  make sure it’s dry before packing.  Use the stor-

age bag and keep it in a cool, dry place.** DO NOT LEAVE SLING-

WING EXPOSED TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT OR HEAT WHEN NOT IN USE





SLINGSHOT SUPPORT

FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS GO TO: 
WWW.SLINGSHOTSPORTS.COM

CONTACT US:
INFO@SLINGSHOTSPORTS.COM

RIDER SERVICE LINE IN THE US: 

877.775.4832

INTERNATIONAL PHONE: 

509.427.4950

LOG ON TO:

SLINGSHOTSPORTS.COM/REGISTRATION TO REGISTER YOUR 

PRODUCT.  RECEIVE SERVICE GUARANTEES, AND ACCESS TO 

YOUR OWN PERSONAL RIDER HOTLINE PROFESSIONAL.

REGISTER YOUR SLINGWING WITHIN THE FIRST 30 DAYS OF PURCHASE AND 

EXTEND YOUR 1 YEAR WARRANTY TO A 2-YEAR WARRANTY!! 


